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HOW PLAYERS EXPLOIT VARIABILITY AND REGULARITY OF GAME ACTIONS IN 

INTERNATIONAL- AND NATIONAL-LEVEL FEMALE VOLLEYBALL TEAMS 
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Abstract 

Variability analysis has been used to understand how competitive constraints 

shape different behaviours in team sports. In this study we analysed and 

compared variability of tactical performance indices in players within 

complex I at two different competitive levels in volleyball. We also examined 

whether variability was influenced by set type and period. Eight matches 

from the 2012 Olympics competition and from the Portuguese national 

league in the 2014-2015 season were analysed (1496 rallies). Variability of 

setting zone, attack zone, attack tempo and block opposition was assessed 

using Shannon entropy measures. Magnitude-based inferences were used to 

analyse the practical significance of compared values of selected variables. 

Results showed differences between elite and national teams for all variables, 

which were co-adapted to the competitive constraints of set type and set 

periods. Elite teams exploited system stability in setting conditions and block 

opposition, but greater unpredictability in zone and tempo of attack. These 

findings suggest that uncertainty in attacking actions was a key factor that 

could only be achieved with greater performance stability in other game 

actions. Data suggested how coaches could help setters develop the capacity 

to play at faster tempos, diversifying attack zones, especially at critical 

moments in competition. 

Keywords: performance analysis, entropy, volleyball, variability, stability, 

competitive constraints 
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Introduction 

Team sports have been considered as dynamical and complex systems 

that are degenerate (defined as the same performance outcomes being 

achieved in different ways) in character, signifying that a competitive 

environment affords a manifold of solutions to achieve the same performance 

outcomes (Davids, Araújo, Seifert, & Orth, 2015; Seifert, Button, & Davids, 

2013). From this perspective, inherent neurobiological system degeneracy 

facilitates the capacity of performers to explore and exploit different 

perceptual-motor solutions in sport performance environments (Seifert et al., 

2013). This intrinsic complexity implies that observing the subtle balance 

between system variability and stability of actions is essential to understand 

how competitive dynamical constraints may be satisfied by performers to 

achieve different performance outcomes in team sports (Davids & Araújo, 

2005; Hamill, Haddad, & McDermott, 2000; Oullier, Marin, Stoffregen, 

Boostma, & Bardy, 2006; Rhea et al., 2011). According to dynamical systems 

theory, adaptive variability has form and can be characterized by a highly 

complex and chaotic structure (Harbourne & Stergiou, 2009). A decrease or 

loss in adaptive variability will make a system more rigid, and increases will 

create more noisy and unstable behaviours (Stergiou & Decker, 2011; 

Stergiou, Harbourne, & Cavanaugh, 2006). 

Research in individual and team sports has investigated variability in 

order to understand team performance under specific performance 

constraints. For instance, Silva et al. (2014a) used measures of Shannon 

entropy to reveal the depth of tactical roles of players in small-sided games 
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played on fields differing in dimension. Further evidence in studies of both 

inherent and functional variability, some of them using entropy measures, 

has emerged from investigations in long jumping, triple jumping, table tennis 

(Davids, Savelsbergh, & Bennett, 2002), basketball (Araújo, Davids, Bennett, 

Button, & Chapman, 2004), boxing (Hristovski, Davids, & Araújo, 2006) and 

association football (Vilar, Araújo, Davids, & Bar-Yam, 2013; Vilar, Santos, 

Araújo, & Davids, 2011). For example, Duarte et al. (2012) investigated 

changes in complexity of collective behaviours in professional football teams 

during competitive performance and found that key events (goals scored and 

game breaks) seemed to influence emergence of patterns in collective 

performance. 

In the team sport of volleyball, there is a general consensus on the 

importance of promoting adaptive variability in some game actions to avoid 

predictability and to help performers to exploit different performance 

solutions when competitive conditions change (Martins, 2013; Silva et al., 

2015; Smith, Henning, Wade, & Fisher, 2015; Van Emmerik, 2007). The first 

point of ball contact in performance (service-reception or defence) is usually 

directed to one specific zone, and only in the second contact (setting) can the 

setter introduce variability in the offensive phase, through manipulation of 

attack zones and tempos. This is particularly observed in complex I that 

comprises the actions of reception, setting and attacking (Martín & 

Santandreu, 2009; Isabel Mesquita, Paolo, Marcelino, & Afonso, 2012). In this 

complex, the setter has more time to prepare several types of offensive 

combinations compared to the other game complexes (i.e. related to defense 
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and counter-attack) (Castro, Souza, & Mesquita, 2011). For that reason, 

complex I afford players opportunities to enhance variability of a team's 

tactical behaviours.  

As previously reported, functional patterns of coordinated behaviour 

emerge through performers’ interactions with each other under specific task 

(contextual) constraints of a competitive environment (Araujo, Silva, & 

Davids, 2015; Hristovski et al., 2006). In volleyball one of the most important 

contextual constraints identified is the set, which has been defined by 

Marcelino, Mesquita, and Sampaio (2010) as a 'micro-game' (i.e. important 

mini-game within a game). To successfully compete in a volleyball match 

teams need to win three sets, in other words, the three micro games that are 

relatively independent of each other. The effects of a set on performance have 

been studied according to its temporal sequence within a competitive game 

(i.e. initial, intermediate and final sets), along with effects of different 

moments within each set (initial period, intermediate period and final 

period) (Marcelino, Mesquita, Palao, & Sampaio, 2009; Marcelino et al., 

2010). This is because the nature of each set can influence team tactical 

performance (Jorg & Wolfgang, 2007), psychologically (Males, Kerr, Thatcher, 

& Bellew, 2006) and physiologically (Sheppard, Gabbett, & Stanganelli, 2009).  

An interesting issue concerns how volleyball teams adapt their tactical 

behaviours according to the contextual constraints provided by each set in 

competitive matches. In team games as complex adaptive systems, an 

increase in variability could facilitate emergence of more options, selection of 

functional strategies and flexibility to adapt to variations in competitive 
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performance constraints. In line with these ideas, it is interesting to observe 

whether the emergence of functional variability could be delimited by the 

expertise level of a team. To the best of our knowledge, little is known about 

the role of adaptive variability on the emergence of tactical performance 

behaviours in volleyball teams at different expertise levels.  

Therefore, the aims of this study were twofold. First, we sought to 

analyse and compare the variability (here defined as an indicator of 

unpredictability and flexibility of tactical behaviours) observed in tactical 

performance within complex I (setting conditions, attack zone, attack tempo 

and also block opposition) of volleyball teams differing in expertise levels. 

Second, we sought to examine whether variability of these performance 

indicators may have been influenced by contextual constraints of each set 

(e.g., non-deciding and deciding sets in competition) and of set periods (i.e. 

initial and final periods in a set) within a competitive game. We hypothesised 

that, compared to less experienced (national level) performers, more 

experienced (elite level) volleyball players would display: (i) greater 

variability of actions in zones and tempos of attack; and (ii), greater 

regularity in the setting conditions and block opposition. In decisional set and 

also during final set periods, it was expected that such differences would be 

exacerbated between the two groups. 

 

 

 

Methods 
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Participants 

Eight matches from the 2012 Olympics women's volleyball 

competition and eight matches from the women’s Portuguese 2014-2015 

national league were analysed in this study. Two competitive levels were 

considered: an elite level (EL), which included the top eight ranked teams in 

the Olympic Games 2012 (Brazil, Russia, Japan, China, Korea, Italy, USA and 

Dominican Republic), and a national level (NL) group, including the top eight 

ranked teams in the Portuguese 2014-2015 national league. A total of 60 sets 

(30 sets in each group) and 1496 game sequences were analysed in both 

groups. Performance of elite level participants was analysed in all matches 

from the quarter-finals to the final of the 2012 Olympic Games competition. 

Performance of the national level participants was analysed for the last three 

games of the top four ranked teams and the latest game of the four teams 

placed 5th to 8th in the league.   

 

Variables 

In this study we analysed: setting conditions, attack zone, attack tempo, 

block opposition, set type and set period, because these variables are 

considered  to characterise success in complex I performance (Afonso, 

Moraes, Mesquita, Marcelino, & Duarte, 2009b; Castro & Mesquita, 2010; 

Lobietti, Cabrini, & Brunetti, 2009). Setting conditions concerned the place 

where the setter executed the setting action and was assessed by the number 

of attack options available: excellent conditions (EC), the setter had all attack 

options fully available (i.e. all players available to set to, in all attack zones, at 
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all possible attack tempos); reasonable conditions (RC), the setter had fewer 

attack options that still afforded rapid attacks involving a middle-attacker, 

but which limited the type of attack combinations; weak conditions (WC) that 

only afforded setting high balls to the wings of the court (which is more 

predictable for the opposition defence). The attack zone corresponded to the 

zone where the hitter contacted the ball. These corresponded to the six 

formal zones of the volleyball game established by the FIVB. Four different 

attacking tempos were considered: tempo 0 (very fast, the attacker jumped 

before the set), tempo 1 (fast, the attacker jumped immediately after the set), 

tempo 2 (slow, the attacker took three-steps and jumped after the set) and 

tempo 3 (very slow, the attacker had time to wait after the set was made and 

then started a three-step approach to the jump position) (Afonso, Mesquita, 

Marcelino, & Silva, 2010). The block opposition corresponded to the number 

of blockers opposing the attack: no-block (0), single-person block (1), 

double-person block (2) and triple-person block (3). Concerning set type, the 

first two sets of each game were considered non-decisional sets (NDS) and 

the set that enabled a team to win the match as a decisional set (DS). 

Regarding the set period, we considered two periods of the set: initial set 

period (ISP) that corresponded to the game period until the first technical 

time-out, so 0 to 8 points; final set period (FSP) that comprised the period 

after the second technical time-out and the end game, so usually between 17 

to 25 points. 

Variability in values of four dependent variables (setting conditions, attack 

zone, attack tempo and block opposition) was assessed by measuring the 
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entropy of the eight teams at each level. Shannon entropy measures have 

been used as an important tool to evaluate the uncertainty of an 

informational variable (Shannon, 1948) and to quantify its complexity 

(Yentes et al., 2013). The higher the entropy value, the more uncertainty (or 

variability) is associated with an analysed variable. Entropy values near zero 

signify that a variable can be easily predicted. Thus, the entropy value of 

selected variables were interpreted as specifying higher or lower levels of 

spatial variability (or uncertainty) between the attacking zones and setting 

conditions and higher or lower levels of action variability (or uncertainty) in 

attack tempo and block opposition organisation. 

 

Procedures 

The analysed matches from the Olympic Games competition were 

obtained through DVD in high-definition (1080p) format. The Portuguese 

national league matches were video recorded under the same competitive 

conditions, with a static video camera positioned laterally to provide a side 

view of the court.  

 

Reliability 

Data reliability was measured through intra- and inter-observer 

testing procedures. The first researcher reviewed three games after a one-

month period in order to prevent any learning effects. A second observer 

analysed three other different games within the same period. Intra-observer 

reliability presented Kappa values ranging from 0.814 to 1.000, while inter-
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observer reliability ranged from 0.900 to 1.000, in all cases fulfilling the 

minimum of 0.75 suggested previously (Fleiss, 2003). 

 

Statistical analysis 

Data on attack zone, setting conditions, attack tempo and block 

opposition were analysed for practical significance differences using 

magnitude-based inferences via pooled standard deviations. Effect sizes 

(standardized mean difference - SMD) with 90% confidence intervals were 

calculated (Hopkins, Marshall, Batterham, & Hanin, 2009). Threshold values 

for the effect sizes were >0.2 (small), >0.6 (moderate), and >1.2 (large) 

(Cohen, 1988). Probabilities were estimated to assess whether true effects 

obtained represented substantial changes in performance behaviours 

(Batterham & Hopkins, 2006). In this study, the smallest standardised change 

in each variable was considered to be 0.2 multiplied by the between-

individual standard deviation value, based on Cohen’s effect size principle 

(Buchheit & Mendez-Villanueva, 2014). Quantitative probabilities of higher 

or lower differences were evaluated qualitatively as: < 1%, almost certainly 

not; 1-5% very unlikely; 5-25%, unlikely; 25-75%, possible; 75-95%, likely; 

95-99%, very likely; > 99%, almost certain (Hopkins, 2002). If the probability 

of the effect being higher or lower than the smallest worthwhile difference 

was simultaneously > 5%, the observed effect was deemed unclear. 

Otherwise, the effect was proposed as clear and reported as the magnitude of 

the observed value. 
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Results 

We analysed 850 EL action sequences (588 in IS and 262 in the DS) 

and 646 NL action sequences (423 in IS and 223 in the DS). From the video 

recordings, we analysed 1011 rallies in NDS and 485 in DS. At the initial 

moment of the set, data were collected from 465 rallies (255 for EL and 210 

for NL), and at the final moment of the set we analysed data from 483 rallies 

(284 for EL and 199 for NL). Table 1 show a descriptive analysis of setter 

position, attack zone, attack tempo and block opposition considering 

expertise levels, set type and set period. 

Figure 1(a) illustrates the standardised mean differences between the 

two groups for entropy values of all variables. Results indicated that, in 

attack zones, group differences were likely moderate, with the EL players 

displaying more spatial variability in attack (with changes of 

greater/similar/lower values of 91/0/9). Compared to participants in the EL 

group, the NL players revealed an almost certainly large effect (1/0/99), with 

more irregular actions in setting conditions and block opposition. Analysis of 

attack tempo revealed a likely small (82/0/18) effect, with the EL group 

displaying higher levels of unpredictability in type of attack used.  

Figure 1(b) depicts the standardised mean differences between 

entropy values in the two groups, for all variables in different types of set. In 

the NDS, for setting conditions and attack tempo, differences in entropy 

values were very likely moderate (5/0/95 and 95/0/5, respectively). The EL 

players displayed less variability than NL players in setting conditions, with 

the inverse emerging in attack tempo. Also, construction of block opposition 
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revealed a likely moderate effect size (2/0/98), with the NL participants 

displaying greater variability. The attack zone values demonstrated a likely 

small effect (85/1/4), with EL teams revealing greater unpredictability. In 

DS, between-group differences were possibly trivial (53/2/45) in the attack 

zone. Compared to the EL teams, the actions of the NL teams were almost 

certainly large (0/0/100) and more irregular in the setting conditions. Attack 

tempo and block opposition analyses revealed likely small (13/1/86) and 

very likely moderate (2/0/98) effect sizes, respectively. In both analyses the 

NL teams displayed greater irregularity in performance behaviours.  

Figure 1(c) demonstrates the standardised mean differences of each 

group in all variables concerning the entropy values in distinct set periods. 

Regarding initial set periods, setting conditions and block opposition present 

almost certain and very likely large differences (1/0/99 and 97/2/1, 

respectively), with NL teams displaying more variability than EL teams for 

both variables. On the other hand, attack tempo showed a likely moderate 

effect size (88/1/11) with EL reflecting more uncertainty. A possible trivial 

difference (97/2/1) could be observed in attack zone. Towards the final set 

periods, attack zone and setting conditions denoted a very likely moderate 

effect size (95/1/4 and 2/0/98, respectively), with EL players revealing more 

variability in the attack zone and less variability in the setting zone compared 

to NL players. Moreover, we observed a likely small effect size for attack 

tempo and block opposition (81/2/17 and 65/3/32, respectively). In both 

cases the EL teams presented greater unpredictability than NL teams. 
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(Please insert table 1 and figure 1 around here) 

 

Discussion 

This study sought to compare the variability of complex I tactical 

performance indicators in female volleyball teams at two distinct competitive 

levels (elite and national). We also sought to examine whether variability of 

performance indicators was influenced by contextual constraints like set type 

(i.e. non-decisional sets and decisional set) and set period (i.e. initial set 

periods and final set periods). Overall, results revealed differences between 

EL and NL teams in all key performance variables (i.e. setting conditions, 

attack zone, attack tempo and block opposition), which were more marked 

when set type and set periods were also taken into account. 

The novelty of our study is based on analysis of entropy values, which 

provided important information on the uncertainty and variability of tactical 

behaviours that emerged under different competitive constraints (Vilar et al., 

2013; Vilar et al., 2011). Measures of variability are important since they 

provide a window into how expertise shapes performance in team sports, 

highlighting central features of skilled and less skilled behaviours (see Silva, 

Garganta, Araújo, Davids, and Aguiar (2013) and Silva et al. (2014) for 

examples in association football). As expected, results showed that EL teams 

displayed higher levels of variability in attack actions making it difficult for 

opposition blocks to anticipate outcomes. They also showed greater 

variability in zones and tempos of attack. On the other hand, EL teams were 

less variable in excellent setting conditions (i.e. high frequency of all hitters 
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available) and in block opposition (i.e. double block being the most frequent). 

Such findings suggest that a high stability (i.e. lower variability) in setting 

conditions can elicit greater manipulation of space and tempo in organising 

attacks, which, in turn, limits opposition defensive organization. Therefore, 

we can safely speculate that the greater variability demonstrated by NL 

teams in such behaviours (i.e. setting conditions and block opposition) was 

mainly non-functional variability. 

 Notwithstanding, excellent setting conditions were the most 

frequently observed at both expertise levels suggesting that one of the 

biggest differences between EL and NL teams is the higher skills of EL setters 

and a more refined level of team collective organization. In other words, the 

performance behaviours of elite setters were predicated on coherent, 

collective decision-making. These findings strongly support the key ideas of a 

dynamical systems orientation for understanding team sport performance 

since it highlights the continuous and dynamic interactions between a range 

of performance variables, which emerge under the ecological constraints of 

competitive performance (Davids et al., 2015; McGarry, Anderson, Wallace, 

Hughes, & Franks, 2002). 

In decisional sets (i.e. sets that determine match outcomes) EL teams 

presented less variability in excellent setting conditions. In attack zones, both 

groups decreased attack variability (i.e. tempo and zone of attack) with a 

more marked tendency emerging in the EL group. This could be explained by 

the predominance of attacks performed by EL players in zone 3 and also the 

use of a faster attack tempo. Zone 3 is the frontal central zone of the court 
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where a setter can regulate offensive organization, spatially and temporally 

manipulating attacks (Afonso, Mesquita, Marcelino, & Coutinho, 2009; Castro 

& Mesquita, 2010). Therefore, attacking through zone 3 might have increased 

a team's scoring opportunities since it limits opposition defensive 

organization (Castro et al., 2011; I. Mesquita & César, 2007). Final set periods 

can be considered critical moments that differentiate team expertise levels. 

Within this period, EL teams showed less variability in creating excellent 

setting conditions in the attack zone compared to NL teams. The EL teams 

opted to temporally vary their attacks, but not the zones. These data suggest 

that EL setters sought the best hitter for an attack or opted for their best set 

(playing conservatively inside their 'comfort zone') in critical situations. They 

decreased variability and became a little more stable, but also allowed a key 

variable to vary: using more rapid attacks. This interpretation of our 

observations supports data previously reported by Mesquita and Graça 

(2002) who suggested that a setter’s decision making involves the 

integration of a variety of information that generates different strategic 

options. This finding is also in agreement with the results of a study by 

Marcelino, Sampaio, and Mesquita (2012) who demonstrated that volleyball 

matches present different tactical profiles depending on the game period. 

 

 

Conclusion 

A dynamical systems interpretation of tactical performance 

behaviours in volleyball teams was supported by our performance analysis. 
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Unpredictability in attacking actions was shown to be a key factor that could 

only be achieved with greater performance stability, afforded by lower levels 

of variability in some game actions (e.g., creation of excellent setting 

conditions). Findings of this study also highlighted how variability in sports 

teams, considered as complex adaptive systems, is expressed differently in 

tactical behaviours at different expertise levels. Data revealed how EL teams 

displayed better resources to exploit adaptive and functional system 

variability during critical moments of a competition (i.e. in a decisional set 

and during the final set periods).  

Results reported here may guide coaches to exploit processes of co-

adaptation in teams as complex adaptive systems by manipulating 

competitive constraints during training sessions. For instance, this could be 

achieved by manipulating scenarios based on match scores during practice to 

increase pressure on a setter, affording them valuable experience to prepare 

teams and tactical plans, according to predicted opposition behaviours 

during a match. In line with this suggestion, it is important that coaches work 

strategically with NL setters in order to improve their tactical behaviours at 

critical moments in competition. Last, it is suggested that coaches should 

develop co-adaptive behaviours in setters by helping them acquire the 

capacity to play at more rapid tempos and to diversify zones of attack. 

Words: 3574 
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